One Page to save the planet
“So as to deceive, if possible, even the very elect” Matthew 24:24

1 – Put God back in food and agriculture
– God doesn’t know how to feed us. We need chemicals to grow food even if
it kill bees and gives us cancer. We need genetic engineering (GMO) to fix design errors.
TRUTH – food the way God makes it for birds and people is perfect ‐ Matthew 6:25‐31.

2 – Put God back in babyhood
– God doesn’t know how to feed a baby or give a baby proper immunity. We
need bottles and “formula” designed by the human brain and smart baby doctors to fix
God’s design mistakes by injecting poisons into a baby’s body the day it is born.
TRUTH – God’s plan for making babies is perfect in every detail from mother’s milk to
maternal‐infant bonding to immunity and a hundred more ways consistent with God’s
word and documented by science. How could God provide for adults (Matthew 6:25‐31)
and not for babies? Baby doctors do have a job to do, but it’s not to outsmart God.

3 – Put God back in medicine
– God doesn’t know how to heal. When bodies break down from mistakes in
food and lifestyle we need a chemical “fix” made by man (patent medicine/drugstore)
even if the system drives us broke and our bodies and brains suffer from the side effects.
TRUTH – God’s plan for human wholeness includes thousands of bio‐chemicals in foods
and herbs to maintain and REPAIR bodies consistent with God’s word and love and a
million+ scientific studies in the National Library of Medicine (www.nlm.nih.gov/).
Doctors do have a job to do, but it’s not to outsmart God’s organic chemistry of life.
“And He sent them out to proclaim the Kingdom….and to heal” Luke 9:2‐6
“Everyone who is of the truth hears My voice John 18:37
To save the planet ‐ put God back in food & agriculture, babyhood, and medicine.
hurts people big and small. Please explain to your pastor, priest, Rabbi, friends. To
make this page work for your country and the planet please share by email, or copy and
share by regular mail. This is introductory only ‐ more resources at www.phpower.org.

